Handle Sacks
Handle Sacks

ACHIEVE EASIER LOADING EFFICIENTLY

NOVOLEX™, Duro Bag® brand paper handle bags are a great way to provide strength and carrying convenience in a paper substrate. Whether you’re carrying a sack full of cantaloupes or a few family-sized bags of potato chips and tortilla strips, these Handle Bags are proven to withstand a sizable load.

Consumers prefer Duro Handle Bags for their durability, reusability and efficiency; while grocers rely on these shopping bags for their strength and self-standing style that allows for easier loading and efficiency at the checkout.

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

• Self-standing style allows for easier loading
• Choose from the compact 1/7 bbl Handle Down or The “Original” 1/6 Handle Bag™ patented by Duro with the handles up
• Customize Duro’s Handle Bags with your company logo or a vibrant message that stands out beyond the check-out line
• Also available is our stock Thank You Handle Bags that can be ordered in smaller quantities. With 300 bags per bale, it is the perfect amount for small storage rooms, as well as smaller budgets
• Curbside recyclable/compostable product
• Recycled content options
• FSC, SFI Certified